Complex formation determines the activity of ribozymes directed against potato virus YN genomic RNA sequences.
A ribozyme was synthesized against a conserved region in the RNA-dependent RNA-polymerase encoding cistron of the important plant pathogen potato virus Y (PVY). This ribozyme was shown to cleave PVY-specific RNA-transcripts efficiently in vitro, with up to 95% of the substrate RNA being cleaved within 2 h incubation at 37 degrees C. A second ribozyme, designed with much shorter viral complementary arms in an attempt to optimize the efficiency of the cleavage reaction, surprisingly failed to cleave the substrates previously cleaved by the longer ribozyme. A much shorter PVY specific RNA-transcript of only 37 nucleotides (nt), however, was cleaved by this short ribozyme proving its ribozymic activity and indicating that the cleavage activity of the ribozyme is, in part, determined by the substrate involved. Analysis of cleavage reactions on non-denaturing polyacrylamide (PAA) gels indicated that incorrect basepairing, interfering with correct formation of the hammerhead structure, was likely to be responsible for the absence of detectable cleavage of the larger substrates by the short ribozyme.